The COMSEC Uni-Shelf is the first and only COMSEC device shelf designed to support rigidly mounting multiple vendors COMSEC devices in a mix and match manner. The COMSEC Uni-Shelf is a 1U shelf, which features mounting points for many popular NSA certified KGs and KIVs (including the General Dynamics KG-175D and C100, ViaSat KG-250, IPS-250 and KG-250X, Safenet KIV-7M, Sypris KIV-19M, SecNet KIV-54, and the IAS TAC-X Ethernet Switch.

The COMSEC Uni-Shelf Retains:
- KG-175D devices
- KG-175F devices
- KG-250X devices
- KG-250 devices
- KIV-7M devices
- KIV-19M devices
- KIV-54 devices
- TAC-X Ethernet Switches

The COMSEC Uni-Shelf can be used to mix or match devices:

- 2 KG-175Ds and 1 KG-250X
- 2 KG-250Xs and 1 KG-175D
- 1 KG-175D and 1 KIV-7M
- 1 KIV-7M and 2 KG-250Xs

Unparalleled flexibility!

The COMSEC Uni-Shelf allows flexibility when configuring COMSEC rack space using a single, easy to use, affordable, COMSEC device shelving product. Because the COMSEC Uni-Shelf's innovative designs allows you to mix and/or match devices you will no longer need to inventory different shelves for different products. Why spend thousands of dollars per rack to simply mount your COMSEC equipment when the COMSEC Uni-Shelf offers unparalleled flexibility at a surprisingly low price.

The COMSEC Uni-Shelf includes all the necessary hardware (bolts & washers) required to retain the list of supported COMSEC devices. The COMSEC Uni-Shelf Strapping Kit is used to retain first generation KG-250s, KIV-7Ms, or KIV-19Ms (which all lack hard mounting points). The COMSEC Uni-Shelf Strapping Kit is sold separately to remove the unnecessary cost burden for users that do not require it.

Additional information can be found at www.IASpecialists.com/ias-comsec-ancillaries